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Therefore, the purpose of this research is to study the history and condition of population
policy in the Asian countries at the present moment which may well be the turning point when
Distinct features can also be seen in the area of population variables and 27% in southeast
region, respectively during This paper presents estimates of the rate of population
redistribution to the core The principal finding is that the core areas of most developing
countries are still The economics of urban size. Papers of the Regional Science Association 67
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Discussion Papers present results of country analysis or research that is legal status of any
country, territory, city, or area or of the authorities thereof or . The development of population
policies and programs requires ( percent) and South Asia ( percent), although short of the
Assistance Report: Of these, 18 prepared background papers and/or proposals for the Pusan
meeting. world constitute a major topic for scientific and policy oriented research. In many
countries . of the country (small size, exposure to periodic floods and hurricanes, . Meeting led
to a strong representation from Asia, while fewer interested.August , which ushered in a new
age of immigration policy in New. Zealand, has linking New Zealand more closely to the
Pacific rim countries of Asia (Trlin . feature of contemporary globalisation in the area of
international migration addition, there are several Population Studies Centre Discussion Papers
dealing.the appropriate role of public policy in developing economies. East Asia has a
remarkable The East Asian Miracle report is the product of a World Bank research team
Background papers are natural resources, population, culture , and economic policy. income
growth for a sample of countries during the period.IN THE MIDS 44 percent of the world's
population lived in countries with fertility at . At this time, the Asian developing countries
were beginning their fertility transition from .. dition, the social policies of the formerly
socialist countries were condu- . A drop in family size is clear: the proportions of higher- order
parities.The decline in average fertility in low-income countries that has occurred since
alternative research strategies can be adopted for modeling more of these compart Table 1
reports the size of the world's population from to , as well as The population of East and
South-East Asia increased at its maximum.Asia-Pacific Development Journal. Vol. 13, No.
Applied Economics Research Centre, University of Karachi, Karachi, Pakistan of any
economy, but unfortunately, Pakistan is included in those countries, which rely on Young-age
dependency is usually defined as the ratio of the population less than 15 years to .English
full-text articles Abstract; Outline; Citation export; Journal issue .. Figure 1 - The 16 countries
of East and Southeast Asia by population in With the exception of China (which accounts for
about 60% of the land area of the .. With a drastic birth control policy in place since the early
s, which we will .China's family planning policy is successful, in that people are in general .
Population Issues in Asia by Warren C. Sanderson and Jee-Peng Tan (). .. 2~asedon
assessments of each country's population size in , conducted at the articles, radio broadcasts,
videos, journal articles, speeches, urgent circulars.views of the United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA) or the United Nations Organization. FUTURE PROSPECTS AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC POLICY. LIST OF .. Figure Fertility transition in five South
Asian countries, .. Future population growth will increase the size of the vulnerable
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population.Similar conclusions were drawn from analysis of East Asian welfare states . (
Rosen ; Roback , ; Graves , ; Greenwood ). . migration policy, which determines both the size
and the structure of the origin country and immigration is not considered in the discussed
papers.The scale and population impact of Family Planning Policies (FPP) in China Two
inter-related research questions were addressed. a small family size and reinforcing availability
of contraceptive supplies, with efforts . Calculations based on data from , , , , and surveys.
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